
Creative Liturgy  
in a  

Time of Trauma

Out of the Depths Do I Cry by Sue Overend Used with permission 



Abstract
Covid has been a time of complex trauma.Trauma is experienced and held in the body of 
the individual, of the community of which they are part and of the body of Christ.The need 
to enable spaces for people to tell their stories of trauma and have them witnessed in a 
safe place has been compromised by lockdowns and fear, yet there has been and still is 
the need to process trauma. 

We need places to tell the stories, have them witnessed, to lament, enable meaning-
making and ultimately move into post-traumatic growth. 

Following a brief overview of the impact of trauma on individuals and communities and 
some theoretical input on the place of creativity in helping people and communities 
process trauma, this workshop will look to enable participants to share their own 
experiences of intuitive and more intentional creative approaches to liturgy which have 
arisen in response to the Covid pandemic, linking this with the limited scholarly research 
within practical theology and the more extensive research within other disciplines. 

The workshop will then consider more generally the nature of embodied approaches to 
liturgy within the context of the individual, the congregation and the community. The aim is 
to draw together connecting and intersecting themes between our understandings of 
trauma, body theology and creative liturgy, to inform practice. 

In choosing whether or not to select this workshop, potential participants are asked to note 
that the nature of the subject matter may trigger prior and current traumatic experience

Hello Darkness  by Sue Overend Used with permission 



Aim 

To draw together connecting and intersecting themes 
between our understandings of trauma, body theology and 
creative liturgy, to inform practice. 

Hello Darkness  by Sue Overend Used with permission 



Objectives 
By the end of the workshop we will have considered: 

• An overview of the impact of trauma on individuals and communities  

• The place of creativity in helping people and communities process trauma 

• The expertise and experience of participants in intuitive and intentional creative 
liturgical approaches in response to Covid 

• Links with practical theology and other disciplines 

• Embodied contextual approaches to liturgy 

Hello Darkness  by Sue Overend Used with permission 



How?

• Use of creative approaches to liturgy in the workshop 

• Image / music / poetry / video … 

• Input / signposting to other resources  

• Learning with and from each other  

• Bringing together themes and learning



https://revrhona.wixsite.com/website

https://revrhona.wixsite.com/website






Church related trauma  

Interrupts

Disrupts


Overwhelms 

Dissonates


Rocks the foundations

Challenges assumptions 


Challenges belief / purpose / call

Moral injury - shame / guilt / identity / soul wound


Impact on relationship with the Church

Impact on relationship with God 

Image by Karen Herrick Harlequin Arts Used with Permission 



• Safety warning  

• Resources for support can be found here

Portwrinkle by Sarah Anne Bird Used with permission 

https://12f2cb7e-81dc-437e-91c6-38ba793de21c.filesusr.com/ugd/54ec06_c7182309fdda4a208c1ba98518e8f2c3.pdf


As we begin…



  

Someone I loved once gave me  

a box full of darkness. 

It took me years to 
understand  

that this, too, was a gift. 

Mary Oliver



Happy Place by Sarah Bird, used with permission https://www.sarahannbird.com.

The LORD is my rock, my 
fortress and my deliverer; 

my God is my rock, in whom I 
take refuge, my shield and 

the horn of my salvation. He 
is my stronghold, my refuge 

and my saviour— from violent 
people you save me. 

2 Samuel 22:2 

https://www.facebook.com/SarahABirdArtist/photos/a.119108136089791/268118174522119/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXgI-cYRL7tNJERWPzbdHch_GnDHE3ATmYQA59mV2LBWybgYRx7FnCLjyD9Yyi6XC-L1U2kEnkmsimVGq8c_YiBu8GmDJwFJ0HXhgClxVlCFCmkEUA3KeOrEcom7PAtrEFx33KX8ayuCW355ay_eiVN&__tn__=EH-R


 Long enough, God— 
    you’ve ignored me long enough. 

I’ve looked at the back of your head 
    long enough. Long enough 

I’ve carried this ton of trouble, 
    lived with a stomach full of pain. 
Long enough my arrogant enemies 

    have looked down their noses at me. 

Take a good look at me, God, my God; 
    I want to look life in the eye, 

So no enemy can get the best of me 
    or laugh when I fall on my face. 

I’ve thrown myself headlong into your arms— 
    I’m celebrating your rescue. 

I’m singing at the top of my lungs, 
    I’m so full of answered prayers. 

Psalm 13 The Message

Blessed Be Your Name
In the land that is plentiful
Where Your streams of abundance flow
Blessed be Your name

Blessed Be Your name
When I'm found in the desert place
Though I walk through the wilderness
Blessed Be Your name

https://www.facebook.com/SarahABirdArtist/photos/a.119108136089791/268118174522119/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXgI-cYRL7tNJERWPzbdHch_GnDHE3ATmYQA59mV2LBWybgYRx7FnCLjyD9Yyi6XC-L1U2kEnkmsimVGq8c_YiBu8GmDJwFJ0HXhgClxVlCFCmkEUA3KeOrEcom7PAtrEFx33KX8ayuCW355ay_eiVN&__tn__=EH-R


. 
ff 

Lord,  
everlasting God, 

creator of the ends of the 
earth,  

you never grow tired or weary  
and no one can fathom your 

wisdom: when we feel weak  
increase in us your power,  

when we are tired  
refresh us,  

when we stumble and fall  
lift us up.  

Lord, you are our hope:  
renew us and strengthen us  

now and always. Amen.  

Michael Perry 



In breakout groups :

• In what varied ways have the communities you belong to ministered to others through 
Covid?   

• What have been the challenges? 

• What has been helpful? 

• Where have you noticed God at work?



Trauma 

Traumatic experience is a deeply disturbing event or series of events that overwhelms an 
individual’s or congregation’s or community’s ability to cope. 

Trauma involves ‘a highly stressful situation that leaves the person emotionally, cognitively, and 
physically overwhelmed and feeling helpless and vulnerable’. 

Mended by the Muse, Sophie Richman, Routledge, 2014



Trauma

• ‘Trauma, by definition, is unbearable and intolerable.’ 
• Van der Kolk, p.1

• ‘Some people’s lives flow in a narrative; mine had many stops and 
starts. That’s what trauma does. It interrupts the plot… It just happens, 
and then life goes on. No one prepares you for it.’
• Jessica Stern, in Denial: a Memoir of Terror



Trauma
• Event only becomes traumatic when it is perceived and experienced as such 

• Grounded in real event although memory of it might be unstable 

• Can affect individual and communities - with a number of common features  

• Can be one off violent events - atrocities and natural disasters  

• Can be repeated lower intensity events - bullying and controlling behaviours



Trauma
• Event only becomes traumatic when it is perceived and experienced as such 

• Grounded in real event although memory of it might be unstable 

• Can affect individual and communities - with a number of common features  

• Can be one off violent events - atrocities and natural disasters  

• Can be repeated lower intensity events - bullying and controlling behaviours 

• Experienced as overwhelming - inescapable and unmanageable (Jones, 
pp.13-15) 

• ‘Trauma results in a fundamental reorganisation of the way mind and brain 
manage perceptions.’ (Van der Kolk, p.21) 

• ‘Traumatic symptoms have a tendency to become disconnected from their source 
and to take on a life of their own.’ (Herman, p.34)



• Made more likely by: 
• Surprise 
• Being trapped 
• Being exposed to the point of 

exhaustion 
• ‘When neither resistance nor escape 

is possible, the human system of self 
defence becomes overwhelmed and 
disorganised.’ 
• p.34



https://sdlab.fas.harvard.edu/files/sdlab/files/trauma_and_the_brain_1.pdf

AMYGDALA 
Detects danger. 

After trauma more highly  
attuned to threats. 

PRE FRONTAL CORTEX 
Helps control the 

amygdala - seeing 
previous threats as safe. 
Connections can be less 

effective with trauma.

HIPPOCAMPUS 
Learning and memory. 
Functions disturbed in 

trauma.



http://uktc.trackprogress.online/resources/childhood-trauma-and-the-brain



https://binged.it/2PatrRm





Initial reactions: Exhaustion, confusion, sadness, anxiety, agitation, numbness, dissociation, 
confusion, physical arousal and blunted affect.

Delayed reactions: Persistent fatigue, sleep disorders, nightmares, fear of recurrence, anxiety 
focused on flashbacks, depression and avoidance of emotions, sensations or activities that are 
associated with the trauma, even remotely.

More severe reactions: Continuous distress without periods of relative calm or rest, severe 
dissociation symptoms, and intense intrusive recollections that continue despite a return to safety.



https://binged.it/32zO1hS



• Stage 1: The Heroic Stage. A phase of activity during which all who are able and want to help, seek to do so.

• Stage 2: The Disillusionment Stage. Despite all the heroics, there is no return to normal. Lethargy and 

disillusionment creep in and begin to take over.

• Stage 3: Rock Bottom Stage. Loss is accepted with an understanding that there will not be a return to normal. 

Instead there is a hope of a future different to what has been – ‘a new normal’.

• Stage 4: Rebuilding and Restoration Stage. Tragedy is accepted, grief continues and there is positive 

engagement with the future that the congregation seeks to be part of, including times of remembering, 
dreaming and creativity.


• Stage 5: Wiser Living Stage. Reminiscent of the apostle Paul’s words, ‘because we know that suffering 
produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope’ (Romans 5.3-4), the congregation 
emerge older and wiser, having negotiated tragedy and trauma together.



• The generational impact of trauma 
• Holocaust 
• Racial violence 

• Secondary trauma 
• Community impact  
• 9/11 

• Violation on the integrity of creation 
Serene Jones: in introduction to the second edition of her book, pp. xiii-xiv



https://binged.it/2MCzgW4



The12 Ps

1. Prayer
2. Prepare
• Toolkit, handout and assessment
• Theologically prepared

3. People
• What is your role?
• Who else needs to be involved and alerted?

4. Place
• Open the church?
• Other sites?

5. Partnership e.g.
• Diocese 
• Emergency responders
• Churches Together 

6. Priorities
• Food/water/shelter/healthcare

7. Practicalities
• Where/what/how/who/when?

8. Pastoral Care
• Person centred /contextual
• Reconnecting people to their resources 
• Care for carers
• Self care 

9. Pastoral leadership
• Role, culture, modelling
• Communication and confidentiality

10. Perspective
• Holding the larger and longer story 

11. Protection
• Boundaries
• Safeguarding
• Press free zone 

12. Processing
• Reflection
• Review 
• Supervision
• Watchful waiting

https://tragedyandcongregations.org.uk/resources/


Vicarious Trauma 

• https://www.headington-institute.org/resource-
index/374/what-is-vicarious-trauma 

• https://youtu.be/wVDSdta0mbM

• Awareness
• Balance 
• Connection

https://www.headington-institute.org/resource-index/374/what-is-vicarious-trauma
https://www.headington-institute.org/resource-index/374/what-is-vicarious-trauma


VT: Managing it 

Recognise and monitor signs of stress, vicarious trauma and burnout.

Prevention:

Love yourself for the sake of loving God (Bernard of Clairvaux)

Habits of the heart

Look after your physical, emotional  and mental wellbeing - engage in relaxing and self-soothing 
activities, nurture self-care.

Maintain a balanced life / rule of life 

Awareness / balance / connection



https://0792f779-3178-4b55-8848-00237430a65e.filesusr.com/ugd/54ec06_3eda4e7eb899499c987d5727a5d68024.pdf
https://0792f779-3178-4b55-8848-00237430a65e.filesusr.com/ugd/54ec06_7025d176be0644e597f9ab1d61a59e51.pdf


VT: Managing it 

Early intervention:

Seek social support from colleagues, family members, health care professionals, therapists

Work environment 

Use peer support and opportunities to debrief

Take up training opportunities

Address work issues that are compromising wellbeing 

Crisis intervention

Consider what this might be; who will you listen to?

https://www.bma.org.uk/advice-and-support/your-wellbeing/vicarious-trauma/vicarious-trauma-signs-and-strategies-for-coping



Trauma : the 6 Cs

Care and Consolation
Others and self

Compassion and Comfort
Holding appropriately

Community and Connection
Solidarity
Unity in diversity



The 7th C - Creativity



‘Trauma provokes affective numbing and 'psychic closing off' which limits the 
freedom of creative expression. Conversely, creativity can provide a 
powerful escape from an inescapable traumatic situation. Later in 
development, creativity may be engaged as a potent modality for healing the 
wounds inflicted during the traumatic relational interactions; however, 
alterations in brain structure and function may need to be addressed during 
the healing process.’

http://www.healingresources.info/article_thomson1.htm

The Traumatized Imagination: Creativity, Trauma and the Neurobiology 
of the Resilient Spirit  
By Paula Thomson, Psy.D.



‘… art facilitates the opening of the soul’s windows and 
allows your soul to take flight and soar in God’s passion. 
By its very nature, art allows your vulnerability and your 
joy to come to the surface – literally – on surfaces of 
paper, canvas or clay. It’s in expressing the darkness and 
joys of your life that you discover the grace of God’s 
passion – a duet, if you will … art allows you to discover 
your soul resting in God. This is the duet God sings with 
you when you’re willing to open the windows to your 
soul.’ (Sullivan, On Letting God Have It, 2006, p.14)

Sow in Tears, Reap With Songs of Joy by Karen Herrick Harlequin Arts
(Used with Permission)





‘My central thesis in this book is that creative action is one of the 
most effective ways of coping with trauma and its aftereffects. Art in 
all its forms provides us with opportunities to repair what has been 
torn asunder by events that have overwhelmed us and rendered us 
helpless. It is in art, in its various forms and symbolic disguises, that 
our sorrow is given shape and meaning. By expressing the internal 
pain, the artist externalizes it, fashions a container for it, and invites 
others to become witnesses to his suffering. Art facilitates 
mourning; it restores continuity and connection and helps to 
master the chaos that follows in the aftermath of tragedy.’ p.3



Traumatic experiences have a ripple effect that continues 
throughout life and functions as a powerful inner force that draws 
the survivor like a magnet to situations and events that allow her 
to work through pain: to give it shape, to release it, to express it 
to others, to make sense of it, and to find some meaning in it.  Art 
takes place in the transitional space, partly internal, partly 
external; self-expression through the creative arts can be one of 
the most effective means to healing. (Richman, p.5) 



Through the symbolic or direct expression of the trauma 
experience, the survivor can bring some order into 
emotional chaos. Creative self-expression provides an 
opportunity to mourn, to find meaning, and to regain 
some sense of continuity and connection…By expressing 
the internal pain, the artist externalizes it, fashions a 
container for it, and invites others to become witnesses 
to his suffering. Those witnesses allow the survivor to be 
known and to feel less alone. (pp.12-13)

Out of the Depths Do I Cry by Sue Overend Used with permission 



Out of the Depths Do I Cry by Sue Overend Used with permission 





• Telling the story 
• Safe space to be heard and witnessed 
• Place for lament    

• Telling a new story 
• Reframing  
• The bigger story  

• Meaning making  

• Poster traumatic growth 

https://bit.ly/34Mmgq2



1. Use mindfulness to identify what is helpful and what is not 

2. Acknowledge the fact you survived 

3. Determine whether you need or want to remember the trauma 

4. Stop flashbacks 

5. Forgive your limitations and share your shame  

6. Find your own pace to recovery  

7. Use movement and exercise to enhance your healing  

8. Lighten your situation by helping others 



Creativity and trauma 

• Bearing witness to trauma

• Reframing trauma

• Meaning making from trauma

 

http://bit.ly/2ePOmt9
The Emmaus Door, Janet Brookes-Gerloff, 1992

http://bit.ly/2ePOmt9


Although making art seems to be a solitary activity, the presence of 
another is implied; the artist is alone in the presence of an imaginary other 
designated as a potential reader, viewer, audience, or Muse. For the trauma 
survivor, whose experience has been chaotic and fragmenting, the witness 
can serve a holding function as well as a validating and integrating one. I 
conceptualize the imagined witness as a dissociated self-state that serves the 
crucial function of mirroring, affirming, and validating. When traumatic 
experience is transformed into a work of art, a poem, a collage, or a photograph, 
the survivor is able to bear witness to her own experience; the final product is an 
external presence and a memorial to what has been lost….One of the most 
powerful and effective routes toward emotional healing is through creative 
expression—literary, visual, music, and the performing arts. (Richman, p.12) 

The “other” who witnesses can be an affirming empathic person in the life of the 
survivor or even an internalized presence, such as an imagined audience, a lost 
parent, or the concept of God—the ultimate all-knowing presence. (p.17)

Out of the Depths Do I Cry by Sue Overend Used with permission 



Breakout groups
In your breakout groups please share:
• Your own experiences of intuitive and more intentional creative approaches to liturgy 

which have arisen in response to the Covid pandemic
• How do any of these approaches link with scholarly research /  practical theology / 

other disciplines?

• Do make some key notes to place in the chat room when you return to the main room



Embodiment



Connections…
• Take a few moments to think


• When was the last time you had a conversation with someone that left you with a 
positive glow / feeling encouraged / positive?


• When you think of that time what do you notice now in your body? In your mind? 
In your emotions? 


• As you look back now what do you think it was about that person or conversation 
that impacted you in this way? 



Safe and peaceful places
• Take a few more moments to think


• When did you last feel loved by God?


• When did you last feel a deep sense of peace?


• Where were you? What do you remember about the place - what can  you see / 
smell / feel / hear / taste?


• What images or poems or objects of passages of scripture calm you? 


• What happens when you close your eyes what you bring those things to mind? 



How do you feel…

• When you are thankful?


• When life is balanced?


• When you meet with and connect with others?


• When you exercise?


• When you go out in nature?


• When you take time to be?









Bodily ripple effects  

• Of the work we do


• Of the people we work with


• Of our experience of the world 


• Of our journey of faith


• Of our habits of the heart 


• Of childhood


• Of the traumas we experience: ‘big’ and ‘small’



Embodied and connected 

https://theconversation.com/ca/topics/mind-24007

Fr Lawrence Lew OP/Flickr



Connected

http://www.bodymindtherapyclinic.co.uk/service/cognitive-behavioural-therapy/



Connected

http://www.bodymindtherapyclinic.co.uk/service/cognitive-behavioural-therapy/



Embodiment

It is from the body of sin and death that we are delivered; it is 
through the body of Christ on the cross that we are saved; it is 
into the body of the Church that we are incorporated; it is by 
his body and in the Eucharist that the community is sustained; 
it is in our body that its new life has to be manifest; it is to a 
resurrection of this body to the likeness of his glorious body 
that we are destined.

John Robinson, The Body: A study in Pauline theology, 1952, 
p.95

Woman by the Well by Bryan Gillette (Fiar Use)  



‘(For in the word) he hath an entrance into our hearts, 
but only through the ears through the voice and sound of 
words; but here in the sacrament he hath entrance by all 
our senses, by our eyes, by our nose, by our taste and by 
our handling also : and therefore the sacrament full well 
may be called seeable, sensible, testable, and touchable 
words. As therefore when many windows are opened in a 
h John ouse, the more light may come in than when there 
is but one opened; even so by the perception of the 
sacraments a christian man’s conscience hath more help 
to receive Christ, than simply by the word preached, 
heard or mediated.’

Bradford, in The Effects of the Sacraments

Born 1510?, tried for his Protestant beliefs and burnt at the stake in 
Smithfield on 1st July 1555. Particularly influential among Reformed 
Christians in Englandhttps://binged.it/34dGupt



• Christians must try to dwell spiritually within 
a physical body which has traditionally 
meant removing oneself as far as possible 
from the reality of that body


• The history of western monasticism stands 
as a testament to the desire to split body 
and soul, while many of the activities 
indulged in show to what extent the body 
was despised. Flagellation, lack of sleep, 
very restricted food intake are hardly ways of 
celebrating the body and regarding it as a 
place of divine revelation. In short these are 
bizarre practices for those who declare an 
incarnational faith. p.17 



 

http://bit.ly/2ePOmt9
The Emmaus Door, Janet Brookes-Gerloff, 1992

http://bit.ly/2ePOmt9


https://revrhona.wixsite.com/website/praying-with-the-body

https://revrhona.wixsite.com/website/praying-with-the-body



Breakout groups
In your groups consider more generally the 
nature of embodied approaches to liturgy 
within the context of the individual, the 
congregation and the community.

What is embodied liturgy?
How do we experience it?
How do we enable it?

How might we apply our insights from the  
workshop in ministering in our own 
communities in the light of Climate Change /
Ukraine / Covid? 



Aim 

 To draw together connecting and intersecting 
themes between our understandings of trauma, 
body theology and creative liturgy, to inform 
practice.

Hello Darkness  by Sue Overend Used with permission 



Objectives 
By the end of the workshop we will have considered:

• An overview of the impact of trauma on individuals and communities 
• The place of creativity in helping people and communities process trauma
• The expertise and experience of participants in intuitive and intentional 

creative liturgical approaches in response to Covid
• Links with practical theology and other disciplines
• Embodied contextual approaches to liturgy 

Hello Darkness  by Sue Overend Used with permission 



https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL3-Tm-CSKArXetW1UwTE0oN7pXGROqhcj

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL3-Tm-CSKArX0w71H_ecsQsMiZtKtxMF7

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL3-Tm-CSKArWDr1s6c5HD31hdaC-PRjMW

https://revrhona.wixsite.com/website

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL3-Tm-CSKArXetW1UwTE0oN7pXGROqhcj
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL3-Tm-CSKArX0w71H_ecsQsMiZtKtxMF7
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL3-Tm-CSKArWDr1s6c5HD31hdaC-PRjMW
https://revrhona.wixsite.com/website


Creative Liturgy  
in a  

Time of Trauma

Out of the Depths Do I Cry by Sue Overend Used with permission 


